
Which Departments 
Benefit from 
Supercede?

We know everything about our clients’ needs because we’re 
reinsurance people; our team collectively boasts decades of 
experience across every level within the industry.
We love the game and its players. We hate the inefficiencies, mainly driven 
from legacy tech and a lack of decent alternatives. Until now, of course.

This document outlines the benefits of Supercede to the various 
departments within a ceding company: the C-Suite, Outwards 
Reinsurance, IT & Procurement, and Legal & Accounting.

We’re proud of these numbers and a little red tape won’t stop us telling you just how 
much better things could be. Once authorised, we’ll tie a name to these results.

Until then, let’s see how Supercede supercharges the C-Suite.

®

supercede.com

Anonymised Business Case
To begin we’ll highlight results from an anonymised business case of one of 
the world’s largest cedents that analysed their reinsurance data preparation 
and the assumed impact of implementing Supercede into their process:

• Estimated 8 people across the organisation contribute ~1% 
of their time (3.5 days) annually to collection and transmission 
of data to support the reinsurance team; this is done 
for every reinsurance programme purchased.

• Concluded that the number of people internally 
supporting the reinsurance team could be cut by up to 
50%, while also reducing the amount of time needed 
to interact with the ceded re team by up to 85%.

• Calculated an annual saving of more than 20% in administrative costs.

Hint: it’s not just the ceded re team.
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C-Suite
The higher-ups, the big cheese, the overseers.
Supercede makes your job(s) significantly easier, giving you greater 
insight and control over your reinsurance portfolio and strategy while 
drastically improving operational efficiency for the organisation.

Time is precious so we’ve condensed the elements of the 
platform relevant to you into five key benefits:

Effective Portfolio Management
All information is stored securely in one place for a single source of truth, with all relevant 
documentation attached, diminishing data-related issues, with the ability to instantly 
inspect and query data. A central repository with a built-in immutable audit trail allows 
you to quickly understand the validation steps for any submission in your portfolio.

Enhanced Operational Efficiency
Drastically improve operational efficiencies across your internal and 
external teams; Supercede performs a range of functions that support 
the entirety of your reinsurance efforts, from data preparation through to 
deal building with brokers. Identify and address procedural issues through 
centralised visibility and eliminate use of outdated, redundant systems.

Accessible Insights & Better Deal-Making
How long does it take for you to find out your total ceded exposure to any 
given reinsurer? If your answer is anything longer than “a few seconds”, we 
can help. Aggregated spreadsheets that tell you what you need to know 
after-the-fact aren’t much help. When visiting reinsurers, you can be better 
prepared with timely information on all business you do with them.

Easy Data Extraction for Reporting
You can easily pull data from your single source of truth and be confident that 
the information is accurate and up-to-date, able to be effectively leveraged for 
regulatory and financial reporting. You can move data in and out of Supercede, 
divide or inspect the information to analyse more closely or in different 
ways, and easily query any irregularities in one seamless workflow.

Improved Balance Sheet Protection
You could be holding more risk on your balance sheet than you realise. Being 
able to look into your data without diving into a pile of spreadsheets lets you 
quickly determine where your risk lies and adjust business faster, enabling you 
to react faster to changing market landscapes.Find out in real-time, and at any 
point along the placement process, your exposures and payable premiums.

http://supercede.com
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Our belief is that 21st century reinsurance practitioners shouldn’t 
have to tolerate the inefficiencies of legacy tech.

Outwards 
Reinsurance

The core value we bring to the ceded re team is a vast improvement in operational efficiency; you can centralise 
your entire workflow and access the suite of specialised digital tools to effectively run your outwards reinsurance 
and collaborate with your partners.

Before Supercede: this is how most cedents work and it 
gives us anxiety just thinking about it.

After Supercede: manual data work is diminished, nothing 
gets missed, and all submissions are timely bound.

Our platform has been designed specifically to improve the reinsurance process:
• It’s easy to get data into the platform, either with existing spreadsheets or by utilising our publicly available 

API that can receive and send data from/to any API-ready system.
• We support all reinsurance property and casualty lines of business, including treaty, facultative, 

and retrocession.
• We don’t require your brokers to be on the platform, you can grant secure, read-only access to any of your 

partners with no need for them to sign a contract or pay a fee.

Let us remove the friction that exists in your reinsurance transactions.

You Shouldn’t Have to Because

Waste significant time with manual 
data cleansing and preparation.

We automate this process with advanced 
data upload and validation tools.

Spend days creating a submission 
pack with spreadsheets Supercede lets you create an entire pack within an hour.

Suffer constant back-and-forth with your 
brokers in messy email threads.

You and your selected partners can access 
the same data, on the cloud, in real-time.

Hassle internal departments with queries and requests. Supercede provides a single source of truth 
accessible to your organisation.

http://supercede.com
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The backbone and lifeblood of any modern company; we wouldn’t be a successful 
software vendor without impressing the people in your departments.

Here’s Why You Should Care
Supercede helps reduce the number of systems you have to manage, streamlines 
your internal infrastructure so information is readily accessible, and facilitates 
improved data security practices to keep your sensitive data secure.

Making existing processes run far more smoothly, freeing up time to focus on 
your core work, and reducing other teams’ reliance on the IT and Procurement 
departments makes Supercede the most seductive reinsurance solution around.

IT & Procurement

One System of Record
Data is centralised, acting as a 
single source of truth for all relevant 
entities across the company.

Reduced Outsourcing Spend
Supercede performs the job of multiple 
systems, reducing spend, oversight, 
and recourse of vendors.

Easy Automation via Open API
Our public API allows you to build a 
lot of automation and save significant 
time regarding data extraction.

Data Over Documents
The raw underlying submission data is 
easily loaded directly into Supercede, 
making it instantly available to use.

Smart Data Uploading & Validation
Our data wizard and intuitive validation 
features reduce the outwards 
reinsurance team’s reliance on IT.

A Long-Term Solution
Our system was built for long-term use 
with no extensive internal maintenance 
or development efforts required.

Robust Security
Supercede includes access rights set 
at the user level, you choose who has 
permission to see what information.

Built-In Audit Trails
Audit trails no longer need to sit on email 
servers and be manually stitched together after-
the-fact with no robust verification process.

http://supercede.com
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The ruler of rules and the fine financiers; indispensable 
functions that enable company longevity.

 Legal

We’re committed to be as easy and flexible to work with as possible. We take your 
obligations to oversee, audit, and have visibility over what we do and how we do 
it very seriously - this is reflected in our approach to contract negotiation.

We support you as fully as we can so you can fulfil any regulatory requirements you’re subject to, much 
of our team has experience working within regulated entities and we understand those challenges.

 Accounting

The Good Stuff
We’re going to assume you’re great at accounting.

We’re also making the assumption that your finance team utilises one of the many superb 
accounting systems that’re very well developed for reinsurance: effective at payment 
reconciliation, generating invoices, and dealing with claims and settlements.

The Not-So-Good Stuff
The main problem with accounting software is this: they’re ineffective at receiving timely data.

Accounting teams are set-up with some of the best tools available. But, you’re feeding them 
less-than-perfect data so they’ll never be able to do the job you’re paying them to do.

To have their potential fully realised and maximise their effectiveness, they 
need to be fed high-quality reinsurance deal information in a timely fashion 
- the speed at which they ingest data after a deal is bound is key.

The Great Stuff
We’re the ultimate enabler of the processes and procedures you already have in 
place, allowing you to reconcile contract information, payments of reinsurance 
premium, processing of reinsurance claims payments, and more.

Unleash the power of your accounting software with Supercede; our open API can easily 
connect to your existing system to support and improve your current operation.

Legal & 
Accounting 

@SupercedeHQ

company/supercedehq

sales@supercede.com
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